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How to Thread a Needle
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• Cut a length of thread about 18 inches

2. Wrap one end of the thread around the
forefinger.

long. (Breaking the thread leaves fuzzy
ends and may damage the thread.
Broken threads do not go through the
needle eye easily.)

HOW TO SEW ON A 2- OR 4-HOLE SEW-THROUGH BUTTON

Basic Supplies: sewing
needle,
24
inches of thread, button, toothpick or pin, sharp scissors
3. Allow about
¼-inch lap-over
of thread.

4. With the thumb and forefinger, "roll"
these threads together and off the
2. Wrap one end of the thread finger.
around the
Cut about 24 inches of thread (hint: cut thread on an angle with
ow to Thread a Needle
forefinger.
• Cut the thread on a slant for easier
• Cut a length of threadthreading.
about 18 inches
sharp scissors). Thread the needle and pull the thread halfway
long. (Breaking the thread leaves fuzzy
• Grasp the needle between your thumb
through the needle eye. Pinch the ends of the thread together and
ends and may damage the thread.
and
forefinger.
Broken threads do not go through the
needle eye easily.)

5. With
loop between thumb and
3. Allow about ¼-inch lap-over
of thread.

wrap them around your index finger. Roll the threads between your
index finger and thumb to form a knot.

forefinger, pull knot to the end of the

With theup
thumb
forefinger,
"roll"
By Machine
Buttons is
without
Step 2 - Bring the4.thread
toandthe
right
side
thread
to tighten.
Your –needle
now built-on
threaded with a double strand. Push the needle
these threads together and off the
shank and thread up from the underside of the fabric to the topside of the
of the fabric and through
finger.
• Hold the thread in the other hand
and a hole in the button.
• Cut the thread on a slant for easier
guide
to the it
needle
hole.
Some sewing machines may be equipped to
Thread
back
through an adjacent hole.
threading.
fabric and pull the needle until the knot stops the thread. Sew an
• Push your
the thread
through the hole.
• Grasp the needle between
sew on 2- or 4-hole buttons. Check the
Step
3thumb
- Pull
the thread allowing for a
and forefinger.
to mark
spot where the button will be attached. Remember
sewing“x”
machine
manualthe
for specific
sufficient
Securing
Thread thread shank (use toothpick, shank
to always
pull the
needlethat
and thread completely through the fabric.
information
and
directions.
Remember
pin,
or leave
give)
between
the
button
Fasten
Ends
of
Hand
Stitching
Threadgauge,
“ends” and
“beginnings”
should
5. With loop between thumb and
alwaysand
be firmly
and inconspicuous.
forefinger, pull knot to the end of the
functional
buttons
require
a
shank.
Therefore,
thesecured
fabric.
To end the stitching, threads are usually
tighten.
This can be achieved in a number ofthread
ways.toAs
Place the
button
over
theto“x” and push the needle and thread from
by:and
make provisions
to sew
over “an
object”
Step
4 -stitch,
Go the
into
the“beginning”
first layer ofsecured
fabric
you begin
a hand
thread
1. taking a couple of very small stitches
• Hold the thread in the other hand and
the
underside
of
the
fabric
up to the topside of the fabric through a
should
be
secured
by
one
of
these
three
make
the
needed
shank.
the
interfacing,
picking
up
several
threads
of
guide to the needle hole.
in the same location
methods:
• Push the thread
through the hole.
2. taking a stitch and locking it by hole in the button. Pull the thread all the way up until it stops, then
1. the
tyingfacing.
a knot Slant needle toward the same
looping the thread around the needle
taking a couple
of very where
small stitches
location
thread came up
ecuring Thread 2. general
push the needle and thread back down through an adjacent hole in
This technique is done by:
in the same location
Fasten
Ends
of
Hand
Stitching
theandfabric
the right side. (This will
hread “ends” and “beginnings”
should
the button to the underside of the fabric.
3. through
taking
a stitch
lockingto
it by
 taking a very small stitch and
ways be firmly secured andlooping
inconspicuous.
the thread around
thethe
needle
To end
stitching, threads are usually
help
inserting your needle through the
his can be achieved in a number
ofcreate
ways. Asa “thin” rather than thick thread
secured by:
and
pulling
it
secure.
u begin a hand stitch, the shank.)
thread “beginning”
loop. Pull securely.
1. taking a couple of very small stitches
To create space under the button for a thread shank, insert a
ould be secured by one of these three
in the same location
ethods:
Step
- Continue2.stitching
in
the
same
place
How to
Tie a5 Knot
toothpick or pin between the top of the button and the secured
taking a stitch and locking it by
1. tying a knot
looping
the thread around the needle
approximately
stitches.
2. taking a couple
of very
small
When
afor
knot
is stitches
tied to begin a line6of
stitching, (Figure 3)
thread. (A shank provides
between the button and the fabric
This technique is done by:
Figure space
4
in the same location
it should
be very
and neat. shank
To do gauge, or pin
Step
6 small,
- If asecure,
toothpick,
3. taking a stitch
and locking it by
so
a
buttonhole
can
easily
go
over
the button.) Continue to bring
this:
 taking a very small stitch and
looping the thread
the
needle
was
used
to form
the
thread
shank,
remove
1.around
Moisten
forefinger
and grasp
the
thread your
inserting
needle through the
BUTTONHOLES
 sliding the needle between
the the
layers needle and thread up and down through the buttonholes and
and pulling it secure.
Pulltop
securely.
nearand
the end.
it,
pull the button loop.
to the
of the of fabric (or behind a seam
fabric – alternating buttonholes as you sew. Remember to pull the
ow to Tie a Knot
thread. Wind thread around the
stitches
4-hole buttonButtonholes are companions to buttons when
2
needle and thread completely through the fabric with each stitch.
hen a knot is tied to beginunder
a line of stitching,
the button. (Figure 3) Secure thread at
a button and buttonhole closure is the desired
should be very small, secure, and neat. To do
the
bottom
of
the
thread
stem.
is:
methodAim
to open
close
garment.
Their through each buttonhole (this equals
toand
pass
ataleast
3 times
1. Moisten forefinger and grasp the thread
 sliding the needle between the layers
near the end.
size, shape,
and
placement
depend
on
the
of fabric (or behind a seam
6 stitches for a 2-hole button
and 12 stitches for a 4-hole button).
button.Slant
Therefore,
must
be purchased
2
the buttons
needle
toward
the same general location where the
before any consideration can be give to the
thread came up through the fabric to the topside (this will help
buttonholes.

create a thin, rather than thick, thread shank). If a toothpick or pin
was used to create space, remove it and pull the button snug to the
Buttons must be purchased before buttonholes
top of the thread, forming a space under the button.

Figure 3

2-hole button
By Hand – Buttons with built-on shank
can be made.
Buttons with a shank vary by size and
After
you
remove
the toothpick or pin and pulled the button to
thickness of the shank. Buttons with thick or
the
top
of
the
thread,
wind the thread (still on the needle) around
large built-on shanks require additional thread
Standards
thetostitches
under
the button
shanks to prevent the built-on shanks from
In addition
the standards
previously
listed about 5 times. Make a final pass of
needle
and thread
stretching (springing) the buttonhole. The
for boththe
buttons
and buttonholes,
the under the button through to the underside
purpose of a button shank is to raise the
of apply.
the fabric. Pull the needle and thread completely through to
following
button above and through the hole so that it
Well-constructed
buttonholes
should the
be: thread with a few tiny stitches on the
the underside.
Secure
sits above the buttonhole. Button shanks –
• underside
Flat and attractive.
of the fabric before knotting it. Cut the thread close to
built-on or thread – must be small and thin.
• the
Madeknot.
with the
grain of
theand
fabric,
Clean
up,
you’re done!
If a longer shank is needed, add an object or
unless a bias-cut garment or unusual
provide some “give” in the thread as the
designClothing
dictates otherwise.
Please visit our Master
Volunteer Program website at:
button is being stitched to the garment.
Stitch
• An equal distance from the garment
http://fcs-hes.ca.uky.edu/content/master-clothing-volunteer-program
through the fabric, interfacing and button
edge and in conjunction with the
shank 6 times. Secure as you
do a button
Source:
Jeanne Badgett, Senior
Extension
center line
or lap line. Associate for Clothing and Textiles
without a build-on shank – see directions
• Sized according to the button size,
Graphics Courtesy of https://www.realmenrealstyle.com/how-to-sew-on-button-visual/
above.
button thickness and the fabric
thickness.
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